
High School 3
Course Instructions +
Unit 1

“During the clear, calm days and years . . . we ought to 
be laying by, as it were; storing up light and strength 
and happiness for the dark days when we may so 
deeply need them.”

—from THREE MARGARETS by Laura E. Richards 
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THE GOOD AND THE BEAUTIFUL PRODUCTS 
USED FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL 1–3 COURSES

• The Good and the Beautiful Grammar & 
Writing Guide

• High School Cards (Geography, Poetry, Roots)

THE GOOD AND THE BEAUTIFUL PRODUCTS 
USED ONLY FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL 3 COURSE

• High School 3 Unit Booklets

• Required Books from The Good and the 
Beautiful Library

–Florence Nightingale: The Angel of the Crimea 
by Laura E. Richards

–The Little Duke by Charlotte M. Yonge

–The Good and the Beautiful Short Story 
Collection by various authors

–The Call of the Woods: An Edgar Guest 
Collection written and compiled by Jenny Phillips

• Additional Books for the Course Reading 
Challenge 

• Access to the Course Videos

All course videos can be viewed at    
goodandbeautiful.com/hs3 (no password 
needed).

ART SUPPLIES

• Drawing Pencils (#2 pencil)

• Sketch Paper

• Kneaded Eraser

To help prepare you, the student, for higher learning 
and more responsibility, the high school language arts 
courses are not broken down into individual lessons. 

Rather, there are 10 units to complete. You are urged 
to use a calendar or planner to create a schedule for 
completing each unit. 

COMPLETING THE COURSE

The unit booklets guide you through each of the 10 
units.

1. When a unit booklet is completed, turn in the unit 
booklet to your parent or teacher with the unit’s 
accompanying writing or other assignments. Your 
parent or teacher checks and grades your work.

2. Your parent or teacher administers a Unit Check 
for the unit and follows instructions on the Unit 
Check to have you watch review videos for any 
concepts with which you struggle. Then you begin 
the next unit booklet.

Choose either a four- or five-day school 
week
If you are doing school four days a week, each unit 
should be completed in 11 school days. The average 
time needed to complete a unit is 45–70 minutes 
a day plus the time spent on the Course Reading 
Challenge (which is determined by a parent or 
teacher). On the 12th day, take the Unit Check.

If you are doing school five days a week, each unit 
should be completed in 14 school days. The average 
time needed to complete a unit is 35–60 minutes 
a day plus the time spent on the Course Reading 
Challenge. On the 15th day, take the Unit Check.

Use a weekly planner
In your planner, mark when you plan to start and end 
a unit. Also, plan an additional day at the end of the 
unit to take the Unit Check. 

Set the amount of time you will work 
each day (or week)
For your first unit, decide how much time to spend 
each day based on the average times given above. 
Be sure to schedule enough time to work at a pace 

Items Needed

Course Instructions
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that is comfortable for you. See how long the first unit 
takes you to complete, and then adjust accordingly 
for the following units. For example, if you are doing 
a four-day school week, and it took you 13 days to 
complete the unit, plan to spend more time each day 
on the next unit.

COURSE COMPONENTS

Course Reading Challenge
In addition to the books integrated with the course, 
you will be reading books for the Course Reading 
Challenge. The Course Reading Challenge pushes you 
to read books of the highest moral and literary merit 
in several different genres.

1. Choose books you would like to read from the list 
on the High School 3 course web page  
(goodandbeautiful.com/hs3).

2. Your parent or teacher should help you determine 
how much time to spend on the Course Reading 
Challenge during each unit. It is suggested that you 
spend at least 2–3 hours per unit on the Course 
Reading Challenge. However, those who need to 
get through the course quickly may choose to skip 
the Course Reading Challenge altogether.

Spelling Dictation
1. Each unit contains a sheet for spelling dictation 

that can be completed on any three days during 
the unit. You will listen to six sentences and write 
them down on the sheet. You may listen to each 
sentence as many times as needed. You can find 
audio recordings of the sentences on the High 
School 3 course web page at goodandbeautiful.
com/hs3, or a parent or teacher may read the 
sentences to you.

2. After the six sentences are written, you or your 
parent or teacher will correct them using the 
answer key. Circle anything that is incorrect, 
including spelling, capitalization, and punctua-
tion. Evaluate the errors, using the tips and rules 
listed after each sentence. Practice any misspelled 
words. Cross out any sentences that contain no 
mistakes. You will not need to complete those 
sentences again.

3. On a second day, repeat Steps 1 and 2 for each 
sentence that previously contained errors.

4. On a third day, repeat Steps 1 and 2 for each 
sentence that previously contained errors.

Memorization
The beginning of each unit indicates any Greek or 
Latin roots, geography, and poetry to memorize. These 
are part of the High School Cards that accompany the 
course. Choose any poem or poems to work on.

Art & Geography
Art history and geography content are thorough 
and designed not to need supplementation. For art 
instruction, one optional art project is included for each 
unit except the last one, for a total of nine art projects. 
If you are interested in pursuing more than basic art 
skills, you will likely want to take extra art courses.

Creative Writing
The High School 1–3 Language Arts courses cover 
minimal fiction writing. If you are especially interested 
in fiction writing, you may consider taking The Good 
and the Beautiful’s Creative Writing Course after it is 
released (anticipated 2021 or 2022).



Unit 1
Cover Sheet

Student Name: ________________________________________________

Unit Total: ______/250

Unit Percentage: ______
Divide the total points earned by 250 to get the percentage.

______/200 Unit Completed
50 points = 25% complete, 100 points = 50% complete, etc.

______/50 Insights Journal
The grading rubric is on page 22.

______/+5  Extra Credit
 Unit completed with neat handwriting.

Items that should be turned in with this unit:

• Insights Journal 

• Eastern European Country Research Project (page 16)

• Map of Eastern Europe

To be filled out by the parent or teacher after the unit is completed and turned in.
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Memorization

Complete memorization anytime during the unit. 

o o o Poetry Memorization (Practice for at least 10 minutes on three different days.)

o Geography Card: Eastern Europe (Practice until mastered.)
Note: In this section, items in bold will 
be on your Unit Check.

Literature

o Read The Life and Works of Laura E. Richards.

Introduction to Literature in High School 3 Language Arts

The Life and Works of Laura E. Richards

“It was good to look at everything as she 
went along, to recognize the knots on 
the trees, and stop for a friendly word 
with any young sapling that looked as if it 
needed encouragement. Also, the leaves 
had fallen, and what could be pleasanter 
than to walk through them, stirring them 
up, and hearing the crisp, clean crackle of 
them under her feet? . . . ‘The place one is 
in,’ she said, ‘is the place to be happy in.’” 

—Laura E. Richards,  
Hildegarde’s Harvest

T he above words, written by Laura E. Richards 
in her novel Hildegarde’s Harvest, provide a 

tantalizing taste of what you can expect to encounter 
in Unit 1 of the High School 3 Language Arts Course. 
This excerpt displays literary devices, model writing, 
and complex sentence structure, as well as moral 
excellence through a delightful focus on gratitude. 
This and many other readings in Unit 1 will inspire 
and develop your taste for that which is innately 
excellent and good. Truly good literature has value for 

a lifetime. It informs the mind and the heart while also 
developing in you, the reader, a beautiful literary style 
that carries forward in every kind of communication 
you will employ throughout your life. 

Richards’ sentences in the passage, and also in her 
many other works, convey a sense of hope, high 
character, and appreciation for God’s world and His 
creation. In particular, Richards is known for her use 
of literary devices, vivid description, and excellent 
content. Her creative works give readers a sense of 
hope, a desire to aspire toward high character, and 
an appreciation for what can be seen, felt, touched, 
and tasted. Time spent reading such models of rich 
vocabulary, vibrant sensory 
description, varied and complex 
sentence structure, and clever 
literary devices works to 
strengthen the mind, increase 
vocabulary, expand writing 
skills, and deepen focus and 
attention. These are important 
life skills in the communica-

Laura E. Richards
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Some of these biogra-
phies, such as Florence 
Nightingale: The 
Angel of the Crimea, 
were about people 
who were person-
ally connected to her. 

Florence Nightingale 
was directly influenced 

by Laura’s renowned 
father, and Laura E. Richards’ 

sister Florence is Nightingale’s 
namesake. What Shall the Children 

Read? (issued in 1939) was the last book she wrote 
before her death in 1943, and in it she advocates for 
infusing children’s books with beauty and delight.

Laura E. Richards’ books were designed to elevate the 
mind of the reader. Her works include such themes as 
the joy of family, the delights of the countryside, and 
the values of character, goodness, and beauty. Not 
only did she write on these themes, but she also lived 
these qualities in her everyday life—both as a mother 
and citizen. She and her husband, Henry, formed 
several clubs for young people in their community and 
also established a camp for boys in Belgrade, Maine, 
called Camp Merryweather (named after a family in 
her books). The positive influence of these groups 
endured for decades, bringing joy to all involved. For 
adults, she organized enriching gatherings and played 
an integral role in fundraising for a local library. Laura 
E. Richards died in her hometown of Gardiner, Maine, 
in January of 1943.

It is almost incomprehensible to consider the vast 
scope of both her influence and her connections. 
Always focusing on the good while enduring many of 
life’s difficult challenges (she suffered several tragedies, 
but she never called attention to them); always 
working hard for the good (she and her husband 
were known philanthropists who worked for specific 
improvements in their hometown), yet never broad-
casting her efforts publicly, Laura E. Richards has left 
a legacy through her remarkable writings, life, and 
character, and it is one we are privileged to visit today.

o Read the poem “Bird Song” by Laura E. 
Richards aloud and underline the alliteration 
(the repetition of the same beginning sound).

Bird Song
The Robin sings of willow-buds,

Of snowflakes on the green;

The bluebird sings of Mayflowers,

The crackling leaves between;

The veery has a thousand tales

To tell to girl and boy;

But the oriole, the oriole,

Sings, ‘Joy! joy! joy!’

The pewee calls his little mate,

Sweet Phoebe, gone astray,

The warbler sings,

‘What fun, what fun,

To tilt upon the spray!’

The cuckoo has no song, but clucks,

Like any wooden toy;

But the oriole, the oriole,

Sings, ‘Joy! joy! joy!’

The grosbeak sings the rose’s birth,

And paints her on his breast;

The sparrow sings of speckled eggs,

Soft brooded in the nest.

The wood-thrush sings of 

peace, ‘Sweet peace, 

Sweet peace,’ without alloy;

But the oriole, the oriole,

Sings ‘Joy! joy! joy!’

Laura E. Richards
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o Read the following words, definitions, and example sentences. Then, in the blank column, write 

whether the word is used as a verb, adjective, adverb, or noun in the example sentence. Practice 

saying each word aloud, as you will be tested on pronunciation.

Word Definition & Example Sentence Part of Speech
agog          
[uh–GOG]

full of excitement, eagerness, curiosity, or anticipation
The crowd waited, all agog; they were excited to see the famous nurse.

cavalier    
[ka–vuh–LEER]

given to being haughty, disdainful, or offhand
The very dignified officials were confused by his cavalier and  
unceremonious manner.

cumbrous      
[KUM–brus]

burdensome, unwieldy, or clumsy due to heaviness or bulk; slow-moving
The cumbrous wooden carts required sturdy oxen to pull them.

cutlass 
[KUHT–luhs]

a short and curved sword with one sharp edge formerly used by sailors
The enemy soldiers each carried a cutlass as well as a rifle.

efface 
[ih–FAYS]

to wipe out or make indistinct; to make oneself inconspicuous through 
modesty or shyness

The soldier could not efface the memory of the terrible day from his mind.
gaunt  
[GAWNT]

very thin or angular, often from great hunger, weariness, or torture; bleak, 
barren, desolate, or grim places or things

The soldiers had suffered from lack of food and had gaunt faces.
pervade          
[per–VAYD]

to be spread or diffused throughout every part of a place
The smells of spring pervaded the air.

venerable          
[VEH–ner–uh–buhl]

being respected because of age, good character, or attainments
Ms. Nightingale was regarded as a venerable nurse in her later years.

Exercise 1: Place an index card over the vocabulary words above. Read each definition, and then say the  
vocabulary word (with correct pronunciation). Do this on four different days:  o o o o

Exercise 2: Draw a line from each word to its SYNONYMS.

AGOG awkward, bulky, heavy, unwieldy

CAVALIER cancel, delete, fade, expunge, eliminate

CUMBROUS infuse, penetrate, permeate, fill

CUTLASS anxious, eager, excited, expectant

EFFACE esteemed, grand, revered, stately, dignified

GAUNT haughty, offhand, insolent, lofty, disdainful

PERVADE angular, bleak, emaciated, grim, thin, bare, haggard

VENERABLE blade, dagger, scimitar, rapier

Vocabulary
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Reading Assignments

CHAPTER 1

The houses in which Florence Nightingale grew 
up were rich with history. She and her sister spent 
many hours imagining themselves in historical 
times. How might the rich history of Dethick and 
its famous inhabitant, Anthony Babington, have 
influenced Florence’s later life and work?

CHAPTER 2 

“I suppose everyone we know could teach us 
something good, if we were ready to learn.” What 
has Florence learned so far from the people and 
experiences in her life? Write about or discuss a 
time when you learned a life lesson or skill from 
someone or something unexpected.

CHAPTER 3 

This chapter uses incredibly detailed and vivid 
language to help the reader imagine the scenes. 
Choose one example and write about or discuss 
how the language the narrator uses helps the 
reader picture what is happening and what the 
people looked like and were doing at that time. 

CHAPTER 4 

Dr. Samuel G. Howe and Pastor Fliedner both left 
lasting legacies through their good deeds toward 
others. Compare and contrast what you learned 
about these two influential philanthropists with other 
people, from either history or modern day, who are 
known for their work bettering the lives of others. 

“Florence Nightingale; Frances Parthenope, Lady Verney” by 
William White (c. 1815–?), c. 1836

CHAPTER 5 

Why did the author choose to tell Florence 
Nightingale’s story in the voice of this narrator? 
How does the style of narration add to the charm 
and effectiveness of the story? Discuss specific 
examples. 

o Spend _____ hours or more on your Course Reading Challenge. (Time is determined by your teacher.)

o Read chapters 1–5 of Florence Nightingale: The Angel of the Crimea by Laura E. Richards. 

o Choose and discuss three or more of the questions below with someone else who is reading the book, 

or watch the video titled “Florence Nightingale Discussion: Chapters 1–5” on the course webpage.

Discussion Questions
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RENAISSANCE LITERATURE (AD 1500–1670)

The earliest seeds of the Renaissance were 
sowed in Italy during the 14th century, with the 
works of Dante Alighieri (Divine Comedy) and 
Niccolò Machiavelli (The Prince). Literature of the 
Renaissance era has dramatically impacted countless 
writers in the ensuing years. Ideals of the period, 
characterized by humanism and a return to classical 
Greek and Roman ideas, gradually spread across 
Europe, and in 1605, Miguel de Cervantes published 
Don Quixote, which is considered by some scholars 
as the first full-length European novel. This famous 
novel has inspired numerous pieces of art, plays, 
and even a ballet. The terms quixotic and tilting at 
windmills derive from the novel. 

William Shakespeare, recognized by literary scholars 
as one of the greatest playwrights of all time, has 
had an immeasurable impact on literature, language, 
culture, and even politics around the world. His 
dramatic works are still widely read and performed 
in theaters everywhere. In addition, countless 
film adaptations, spin-offs, and songs have been 
created based on his writings. Shakespeare is also 
responsible for coining many English words and 
idioms, such as bedazzle; double, double, toil and 
trouble; break the ice; and dead as a doornail.  

European explorers of the 
Colonial Period wrote about 
their travels and impressions of 
the New World, as they called 
it, in journals and letters. By 
the mid-1600s, their writing 
expanded to include narratives, 
sermons, and poetry. Works 
of this era were dominated by 
Puritan beliefs in North America 
and Roman Catholic traditions in 
the Spanish-controlled lands.

W
o Answer the questions 

below based on the article.

1. Each author named below lived during which era?

Geoffrey Chaucer  ________________________

Dante Alighieri  __________________________

2. Which time period(s) is/are most commonly 
known for epic poems?

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

3. Which author personally created new phrases for 
the English language that are still used today?
 
_________________________________________

4. During which time period did written works (vs. 
oral storytelling) start to become more common?

_________________________________________

5. Who wrote the oldest known texts, and where 
were they written?

_________________________________________

_________________________________________
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“The real voyage of discovery consists not 
in seeking new landscapes but in having 
new eyes.”                  —Marcel Proust

Eastern Europe is a beautiful, unique, and long-
hidden area of our world. Much of it was part 

of the former Soviet Union and held behind the “Iron 
Curtain” that fell between 1989 and 1991. It is only 
in the past few decades that its wonders have been 
available for people to explore, appreciate, and marvel 
at more freely. While there is no consensus on the 
boundaries of Eastern Europe, it is generally stated that 
it flows from the Baltic Sea in the north, along the Ural 
Mountains on their eastern side in Russia, to the Black 
and Adriatic Seas, which form the southern border. The 
western border contains glaciated plains and is often 
considered to fall roughly at the eastern borders of 
Germany and Austria. Approximately 10–12 nations 
make up the entirety of Eastern Europe, depending 
on how the region is delineated. Geographic features 
and the marvelous wonders of Russia, Ukraine, Turkey, 
Romania, Hungary, Poland, Belarus, Bulgaria, and the 
Czech Republic highlight some of the majesty and 
beauty of this spectacular region of the world.

Russia
The Russian Federation is a great and mysterious 
transcontinental nation that stretches across much 
of Asia and Europe. The western section of Russia, 
including its capital city of Moscow, is situated 
within Eastern Europe. 

• Russia’s official national language is Russian, 
but 35 other languages are also spoken in 
various regions.

• Russian Orthodox Christianity is the most 
widely practiced religion.

• Western Russia makes up the largest portion 
of one of the great lowland areas of the world: 
the Russian Plain, which is also known as the 
East European Plain. The highest point of this 
plain is found in the Valdai Hills, and it is here 
that the Volga River, the longest river in Europe, 
originates. 

• The Ural Mountains, another distinct 
geographic feature of Russia, are among the 
most mineral-rich in the world and form a 
narrow spine that runs north to south through 
western Russia. Many beautiful and deep lakes 
are found in the Ural Mountains. 

Geography

o Read the following section titled Eastern Europe. Refer to the map on page 17 as you read.

Eastern Europe 

Ural Mountains of Russia

Volga River and Rybinsk, Russia

Moscow Kremlin and St. Basil’s Cathedral on the Red Square
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Gorge, which is the primary pass through the 
Balkan Mountains. 

• In Bulgaria, the Balkan Mountains are also called 
Stara Planina, which means “Old Mountain.”

• The beautiful Rila primrose is a flower endemic 
to Bulgaria.

• Bulgaria is home to many valuable mammals 
such as the least weasel, European pine marten, 
gray wolf, European snow vole, marbled polecat, 
and more.

Hungary
Hungary is situated northwest of Romania and is a 
landlocked nation. While it does not boast seascape 
beauty or ocean mystique, Hungary has another kind 
of water treasure. 

• It is home to more than 1,300 thermal springs. 
Outdoor thermal pools are an important part 

of this nation. More than 100 of these pools 
are found in Budapest, Hungary’s glorious and 
beautiful capital city, which is situated on the 
banks of the Danube River and is a center of 
scientific, artistic, and scholarly inquiry. 

• The Tisza River, a tributary of the Danube, is 
another major waterway in Hungary. 

• Additional major geographic features of 
Hungary include the Great Hungarian Plain, 
also known as the Alföld, which is a flat, fertile 
lowland; Lake Balaton, a body of water more 
than 80 kilometers (50 miles) long that provides 
refreshment and delight to people from all over 
the world; and the Mátra Mountains (part of 
the Northern Mountain Range), which are the 
highest mountains in the country. 

• Hungarian is the primary language spoken by 
the citizens. Several minority languages are also 
spoken, such as Russian, Romanian, Croatian, 
Serbian, Slovak, and Ukrainian. 

• The predominant religion in Hungary is Christi-
anity, with the majority of Christians identifying 
as Roman Catholic.

• Kék is the Hungarian word for blue, and Kékes, 
the highest peak in Hungary at 1,014 meters 
(3,327 feet), was named for its bluish appearance.

• Hungary has an annual “Tisza blooming” where 
millions of Tisza mayflies rise and dance above 
the Tisza River during their one day to live and 
mate. The Tisza mayfly is an important indicator 
of the health and cleanliness of the river.

• The famous Nonius horse breed was developed 
at the Imperial Stud Farm in Mezőhegyes, 
Hungary.

Budapest, Hungary

Seven Rila Lakes



 Using your Eastern Europe geography card for reference, trace only the Eastern European countries on the 

map, and then label the following geographic features: Carpathian Mountains, Balkan Mountains, Dnieper 

River, Black Sea, Lake Ladoga, and Danube River. 

 Then label the following countries and their capital cities: Kiev, Ukraine; Moscow, Russia; Bucharest, 

Romania; Warsaw, Poland; Budapest, Hungary; and Sofia, Bulgaria. Submit your map with your unit booklet.
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Edinburgh

AMSTERDAM

BRUSSELS

Bordeaux
CRIMEA
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o Study these Commonly Confused Words on pages 54–55 of your Grammar & Writing Guide.  

   Farther | Further        Fewer | Less  Flout | Flaunt

Exercise 1: Circle the correct word.  

1. He offered no farther | further information, and Florence felt uncomfortable about asking for more.

2. Soldiers who flagrantly flaunt | flout the rules will be held liable for the consequences.

3. One little girl had fewer | less flowers than the rest, and Helen insisted on sharing hers.

4. The nearest house was much farther | further than she thought.

5. To avoid trouble, the nurses never flaunted | flouted anything valuable in public.

6. She was sleeping in fewer | less splendid quarters a few blocks away from the hospital.

Exercise 2: Match each word to its SYNONYMS.

FARTHER inferior, lower, minor, smaller quantity, destitute of

FURTHER scoff, jeer, sneer, show contempt, disregard a rule

FEWER beyond, yonder, additional physical distance or degree

LESS display, exhibit, expose, show off

FLOUT beyond, a greater figurative degree or extent, moreover, promote

FLAUNT a smaller number of, lesser, minimal, slight, low

o Read Comma Rule 8 on page 20 of your Grammar & Writing Guide, and then complete the 

exercises. If needed, watch the video titled “Comma Rule 8” at goodandbeautiful.com/videos.

Exercise 1: Underline the infinitive (TO + verb) or prepositional (TO + noun) phrases and circle which type they are.

1. To reach the Crimea, Florence traveled farther than she ever had before. INFINITIVE  |  PREPOSITIONAL 

2. She spent less money because she did not go to the store this week.  INFINITIVE  |  PREPOSITIONAL

3. To be honest, the poor soldier had received fewer letters than the rest. INFINITIVE  |  PREPOSITIONAL

4. To go further in life, one must be diligent in doing his or her duty.  INFINITIVE  |  PREPOSITIONAL

5. The rebels will surely be caught if they continue to flout the rules.  INFINITIVE  |  PREPOSITIONAL

6. Flaunting his new sports car, the young man raced to the finish line.  INFINITIVE  |  PREPOSITIONAL

Commonly Confused Words

Grammar, Usage, & Punctuation
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Exercise 2: First, underline only the infinitive phrase(s), and then insert 
commas where needed to set off infinitive phrases.

1. If you plan to travel in Europe it is helpful to speak different languages, such as Polish, Russian, or Hungarian.

2. Speaking Ukrainian or Russian can help you to communicate with others in Ukraine. 

3. To learn Russian or another Slavic language you will have to study and practice for many years.

4. Learning to speak Russian or Polish is difficult to be honest but not as challenging as learning Chinese.

5. To become fluent in another language is an excellent goal.

6. Having an immersion experience or living abroad is the fastest way to improve your second-language skills.

o Read Dashes, Parentheses, and Brackets on page 25 of your Grammar & Writing Guide, and then 

complete the exercises.

Exercise 3: Use editing marks (the symbol that resembles a triangle) to insert em dashes where needed. 

1. Traveling that is, traveling to other countries can be a very educational experience.

2. While I was in Ukraine last year touring the golden-domed churches of Kiev I met  
another American tourist.

3. He was eating a local street snack called a perepichka a fried bun with sausage inside.

4. Later we visited the Andriyivskyy Descent a steep and historic street paved with  
cobblestones joined together.

5. He told me about his visit to Chernihiv and seeing one of the oldest churches in Ukraine the Transfiguration 
Cathedral which was completed in the 11th century.

Exercise 4: In addition to being used between a span or range of numbers, times, or dates, en dashes are also 
used with scores, votes, and directions when the en dash means “to.” Another less common use is when clarity 
is needed for phrases with complex compound adjectives such as “World War I–era dress.” In the sentences 
below, indicate if the en dash is used correctly or incorrectly. If it is incorrect, edit the sentence.

1. Ukraine experienced a civil war between 1917–1921.    CORRECT  |  INCORRECT

2. The Axis armies—German and Russian—occupied Ukraine from 1941–1944.  CORRECT  |  INCORRECT

3. Mykhaylo Berkos (1861–1919) is a famous Ukrainian painter.    CORRECT  |  INCORRECT

4. A direct New York–Kiev flight takes about nine hours.    CORRECT  |  INCORRECT

5. Ukraine beat South Korea to win the World Cup match 3–1 in Poland.  CORRECT  |  INCORRECT

6. Harvest of Despair is a World War II–era story of life in Ukraine.   CORRECT  |  INCORRECT

7. Early Ukrainian architecture was strongly influenced by Byzantine–style edifices. CORRECT  |  INCORRECT



Insights Journal Filled out by 
Student

Points Filled  
out by Teacher

YES NO TOTAL: _______ /50

Is at least 300 words (Put the number of words here: _____) _____ /5 points

Grabs the reader’s attention with the first sentence
(Uses a thought-provoking question, a vivid description, an interest-
ing fact, a short story, an attention-grabbing statement, etc.) _____ /5 points

Expresses meaningful, thoughtful insights and includes details 
and description _____ /25 points

Varies sentence structure and first words of sentences 
(See page 92 of your Grammar & Writing Guide.) _____ /5 points

Orders information correctly and logically (Stick to one idea per 
paragraph. The order of paragraphs should make sense.) _____ /5 points

Is edited carefully for proper grammar, punctuation, and usage
_____ /5 points

o Choose one of the following options as the topic of your Unit 1 Insights Journal Entry. Read the chart 

below for the requirements. When your entry is complete, fill out the chart on this page. Include your 

journal entry with your unit when you submit it.

Option #1: The best books do more than entertain—they teach, inspire, and/or give meaningful insights. 
Choose one of the passages below, from chapters 1–5 of Florence Nightingale: The Angel of the Crimea, 
and explain how the passage teaches, inspires, and/or gives you meaningful insights. How can you apply 
what you’ve learned to your life?

• Quote #1: “Florence was busy in good and helpful work. At Christmastime she found her best pleasure in 
giving presents to young and old among the poor people about her, in getting up entertainments for the 
children, training them to sing, arranging treats for old people in the poorhouse” (pg. 17).

• Quote #2: “The friends of the institution were discouraged, but discouragement was a word not to be 
found in Miss Nightingale’s dictionary. There was no money? Well, there must be money! She went quietly 
to work . . . and soon, with no fuss or flourish of trumpets, the money was in hand” (pgs. 26–27).

Option #2: You have read about Florence’s education and special training as a young girl that helped her 
prepare for her work in the Crimean hospitals. You also read how influential people and experiences inspired 
her determination to become a nurse. How do the people in your life and your life experiences influence you?

Option #3: Write about an insight or insights you gained through a recent personal experience.

Insights Journal
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Optional Art Project

Sketching the Romanian Countryside

The picturesque countryside of Romania is full of rolling, verdant 
hills, misty mountains, and fertile farmlands. For this project, you’ll 
be using pencils to sketch the winding path of a river through the 
Romanian countryside leading to low hills in the background. Enjoy the 
photographs of the Romanian countryside as you create your sketch.

Materials Needed
• Drawing Pencils

• Sketch Paper

• Kneaded Eraser

Instructions
Draw a large square on your sketch paper 
to help you scale the image appropriately. 
Then draw the images as shown in each 
step, taking care to press lightly on the 
paper since you will need to erase certain 
elements as you progress through the 
steps.

1

2
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